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１. Teamwork thinking



We hear the word “teamwork” a lot in our surroundings. But it’s hard

to answer when asked, “What is teamwork?”

In here、
[Teamwork is about completing a task or goal effectively and

efficiently not by yourself but by group]

In what condition “teamwork” is achieved?

It’s not simply mean that working in a group with people that you are

close with.

Rather, it means making high achievements or producing good 

results even if there’s a conflict between the members.



２. Know the difference 

between a group and 

a team



【Group and Team Difference】

GROUP＝A collection of individuals who work together in 

completing a task 

TEAM＝A group of persons having collective identity joined together, 

to accomplish a goal

【 GROUP 】 【 TEAM 】

※synergy= the combined power of a group of things when they are

working together that is greater than the total power

achieved by each working separately

In a team, the synergy between a group is needed.

A best teamwork is「Team members work together to maximize

synergy as a team」

To make teamwork better is to [shares information, responsibility, 

strengths, weaknesses with each other to make a strong group to be 

able to produce good results.

This is what needed to build a good teamwork

ember’s achievement=team’s 

achievement

Member’s achievement＜
overall result

No synergy

※ Each work and 
responsibility

Has synergy

each work & responsibility 
＋

Member’s cooperation and

responsibility



３. Why is Teamwork 

important?



【 Comparison between a group and a team 】

【Group】How they work

You will receive work from various directions, but the work of the 

group can not understand the contents of the work unless the work 

reaches its own process

「there are many unpredictable cases」
「late reactions」

Ａ
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worker
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worker
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【 Comparison between a group and a team 】

【 Team 】 How they work

By sharing information with each other, you can grasp the contents of 

each workplace

You’ll receive work from different direction but the team grasp

contents from each.

「you’ll prevent unpredictable cases」
「you can response as a team」
「you can absorb work of other workplace」

Don’t do unpredictable things during work

Share and report bad things quickly to your members

Ａ
worker

Ｂ
worker

Ｃ
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Ｄ
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Ｅ
worker

Ｆ
worker

Important



Chapter 2

What you need in 

teamwork



１. Recognize the diversity of members

In order for members to inspire each other and create synergy,

findout the individuality of each and recognize diversity.

Originally, people have individuality. Even if a group has a lot of

common with each other, there is still individuality.

Diversity isn’t just about knowledge and skills.

It can be style, personality, worth and also the characteristics and

qualities are included

For example、
It can be people who are good in mathematics or idealistic people or

flexible people, initiative, mood maker, etc

Since members are diversed, you can expect more innovative 

proposals and better results.



２．Find out the member’s strength 

and weaknesses

【Strengths and weaknesses table】

Your strengths Your weaknesses

initiative analytic

challenging adjustable

fair planning

fearless persistence

Flexible ideal

Member A’s 
strengths

Member A’s 
weaknesses

Adjustable analytic

Cooperative aggressiveness

Flexible challenger

fair ideal

Big-hearted initiative



Member B’s 

strength
weaknesses

analytic flexible

planner adjustable

Persistence aggressiveness

accurate Challenger

ideal cooperative

Member C’s 

strength
weaknesses

Aggressiveness persistence

Ideal Fair

challenger fair

initiative cooperative

planner flexible



Knowing the strengths and weaknesses of team members can help

you compensate for your weaknesses, and you can compensate for the

weaknesses of other members.

By supporting and recognizing each other, you can build a good trust

relationship with each other.

Recognize the diversity

You build trust relationship by these. Also,  you can achieve greater 

results than working by separately

Build [TRUST] with your own hands.

I sincerely wish everyone’s success. Good luck!

Important

Important


